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1. Background 
Like any highly technical endeavor, the use of nuclear technology relies heavily on a 

vast accumulation of knowledge – volume upon volume of scientific research, 

engineering analysis, design documentation, operational data, maintenance records, 

regulatory reviews and countless other pieces of technical information, combined with 

complex reservoir of scientists, engineers, technicians and managers with relevant 

background and expertise. 

The effective management of nuclear knowledge includes systematic and organized 

application of accumulated specific knowledge as well as ensuring the sustainable 

availability of qualified personnel. This means that: 

- The know-how should be properly identified, captured and classified; 

- Adequate tools for storage, access and search of data should be available; 

- Know-how preservation, transfer to the next generation and smooth renewing of 

workforce without loss of institutional memory should be guaranteed. 

During the centuries this process has been applied spontaneously and there are a 

lot of examples that the world use to be workable earlier too. However nowadays this 

type of spontaneous knowledge management is ineffective. Information volume and the 

communication efficiency have increased so much that new tools have to be created to 

handle the knowledge being communicated trough numerous sources. Besides 

information space is strongly polluted. The information channels provide unnecessary 

redundant information. Target oriented searching and delivering of useful information is 

difficult and requires significant resources. 



What value this know-how represent, how can it be maintained for and passed to 

the next generation, what are the problems of aging and renewal of workforce, what 

measures have been taken by Kozloduy NPP and what are the challenges to be faced 

yet – these are the issues to be addressed in this paper. 

 

2. Current status at Bulgarian nuclear industry and particularly at Kozloduy 
NPP 

The Bulgarian Nuclear Program begins with scientific and research activities on the 

installed in the early 60s research reactor IRT-2000 and the formation of the intellectual 

resource and material basis for implementing the industrial nuclear technologies. In 

result of that the Kozloduy NPP is built, as between 1974 and 1991 are commissioned 

six units with total electrical power of 3760 MW and the construction of a second Belene 

NPP is started. The subsequent social and political changes and the general stagnation 

in the nuclear industry contribute to a significant reassessment of the preliminary plans. 

In result of that two of the KNPP units are decommissioned ahead of schedule and the 

construction of the Belene NPP is suspended. The analysis from the last few years 

forecast different scenarios for the nuclear program development. The most realistic 

one forecasts the early decommissioning of units 3 and 4, extension the design life of 

units 5 & 6 and construction of a substitute power utility at the Belene site. 

 The Kozloduy NPP, which is the only nuclear power station in Bulgaria, has 

accumulated an enormous amount of specific knowledge, skills and expertise. The 

comprehensive training system is established. Especially after 1998 a long succession 

of international inspections confirm sustainable progress related to quality of training 

and human performance. 

In addition to Kozloduy intellectual core the experts of conventional energy branch, 

engineering and consulting companies, universities and institutes support investment 

process and after that operation and maintenance of the plant.  

This positive picture seems not so optimistic from knowledge management issues 

point of view. The question is does the plant have the tools to manage this know how 

and to transfer it, do the specialists have access to needed information? 

The explicit knowledge is presented in technical documentation, operating and 

emergency procedures and instructions, training materials, report and analysis. They 

exist as paper documents in archive libraries or as different type of electronic records. 

Usually part of hard copies are stored in unsystematic way and electronic databases are 
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defective, incompatible and have no easy access and search options. Intranet provides 

some comfort but nevertheless there is no information means that would automatically 

deliver the right available info at the right time to the right address. 

The tacit (or hidden) knowledge is represented by the overall know how of personnel 

dealing with design, construction, commissioning, operation, maintenance and

decommissioning of nuclear power plant. This knowledge resides within individuals 

mainly as virtual, folklore and non-documented information. Management of that type of 

knowledge includes localization, identification, capturing and transfer to explicit forms. 

The process is very specific and usually the standard IT tools are less applicable. The 

problem is additionally complicated because the know-how belongs to private 

ownership. Its owner uses it, makes profit and in many cases it is a tool of career 

progress, professional prestige or job retaining. Applying a special approach is 

necessary to arouse owner interest in demonstrating and transferring of his knowledge. 

Kozloduy NPP has such experience using suggestions and recommendations of 

specially created Expert Consultancy Group. This group consists eminent veterans of 

KNPP staff and provides advisory support to plant management. 

 

3. The national specifics and realities 
The main characteristics of the social and political life in Bulgaria in the recent years 

are the dynamic development in the conditions of unstable balance. Many of the factors 

that maintain that status have a strongly demonstrated possibility character and it 

impedes the long term planning of adequate measures.  

As far as the plant personnel preparation is concerned, this event is expressed in 

dynamic processes and tendencies with different directions influence upon the total 

performance. Conditionally these tendencies may be grouped in five main categories:  

3.1. Political tendencies – their influence is defined mostly by the political choice 

of the country for participation in the European Union. In Europe the attitude 

towards nuclear industry seems contradictory. Some countries declare full refusal or 

restriction of nuclear energy. Although they are fading away, from time to time 

appear speculations concerning the safety of Russian design plants. On the other 

hand the objective reality confirms the lack of perspective of such a position and it is 

perceived as a possibility for a choice and not as a common strategy. The 

reconsideration and prolongation in time of phase out programs and construction of 
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new reactors are indicative. Strong positive signals come from some EU members 

(Finland, Czech republic) as well as from Switzerland and USA.  

3.2. Tendencies in the economy development – sustainable national economic 

development is planned, but especially in the energy sphere is expected a serious 

change in relation to the forthcoming energy market liberalization. Despite this so 

far the nuclear energy generation has no alternative due to the registered level of 

energy consumption, lack of considerable conventional energy resources and the 

chronic shortage of energy in the Balkan region. This has a positive impact on the 

professional prestige and personnel motivation. Additional stimuli in this case are 

the plans for construction of a second NPP in Belene. In this sense economic 

tendencies suppose retention of the human factor stability in nuclear. 

On the other hand, adaptation to the liberalized market will lead to optimization of 

the structure and possible personnel reduction. It is possible to expect that the 

qualified personnel may be hired by competitive generation industries. The eventual 

construction of Belene NPP will stimulate in perspective new personnel but at the 

beginning transition is expected from specialists from the working plant and that 

would impact its personnel qualities. 

3.3. Social attitude and expectations – different from other countries, social 

opinion in Bulgaria is not opposing nuclear energy use. Results from sociological 

polls show stable values of support of about 80 - 90%. It needs to note that it is a 

spontaneous support to a big extent, based not on knowledge but on the visible 

good results of the Bulgarian plant operation. 

3.4. Educational tendencies: 

3.4.1. Big difference between engineering and humanitarian study price/trouble 

ratio. 

3.4.2. Decreasing of number of students in nuclear area. 

3.4.3. Limited number of nuclear specialties in Bulgarian universities. 

3.4.4. Limited opportunities for graduation abroad. 

3.4.4. Conservatism of postgraduate system. 
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3.5. Demographic tendencies – emigration and migration and reduced birth rate 

leads to population decrease on absolute values and the age structure is strongly 

impacted by people in retired and pre-retired age. “Brain drain” deteriorates the 

distribution in the population educational structure. Besides this due to the unique 

for the country technology there was no leak of qualified personnel through the 

years in the nuclear plant. This leads to constant work force aging and “packet” 

retirement with all its positive and negative consequences. 

 

4. Challenges and possible solutions 
All these consequences are prerequisites for a number of present or potential 

problems like: 

- Violation of the natural process of regeneration of qualified personnel by transfer 

of knowledge and a gradual generation substitution; 

- Reduction of the general number of young specialists leads to elimination of the 

competitive principle in personnel recruitment and has a negative impact on the 

human factor quality. 

- An excessive amount of individual and collective knowledge has been 

accumulated through the years, which is not documented and can be lost. Lack 

of adequate stimulation prevents identification and passing of this know how. 

- It is possible to degrade the current personnel motivation that may lead to 

negative consequences like deterioration of the implementation quality and 

migration of qualified specialists in other industrial areas. 

 

Existence of these problems and their timely solving are characterized with big 

inertness and so it is very important for them to be timely forecast and neutralized. 

Analyses made at Kozloduy NPP show that corrective measures and actions are 

needed in the following directions: 
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4.1. Implementation of qualitatively new approaches in the relations with the 
national education system.  

 
Kozloduy NPP has serious traditions and good achievements in this area. Our 

experience shows that educational institutions usually interpret these interrelations 

rather conservatively. This supposes necessity of more active policy by the plant in 

some essential aspects like: 

4.1.1. Participation or coordination of the annual admission plans at least in the 

main specialties; 

4.1.2. Update of the system for individual accompany of students during their study 

by prior contracts, scholarships and others. 

4.1.3. Creation of possibilities for last year students to visit specialized practical 

courses on the job and to be paid for that; 

4.1.4. Participation in existing networks for knowledge dissemination like World 

Nuclear University or various types of Network of Excellence. 

 
4.2. Keeping strategic priority of training - adequate organization and 
sustainable investment  
Training of personnel is a long-term process whose influence usually is not 

displayed directly and straight in the end production results. Due to this reason it 

often goes beyond the view of the middle management personnel committed to 

concrete operational tasks. It imposes that the training organization remain under 

the direct control of the top management and to have available all resources and 

mechanisms for independent functioning. 
Another aspect in this area is maintaining stable levels of investments in two 

directions: 

4.2.1. Implementation of top achievements in training area 

4.2.2. Assurance of competent and motivated instructor personnel  

The construction of a second nuclear plant in Belene this topic gets additional 

dimensions. The effective integration of the existing infrastructure, process 

optimization and training expenses imply discussions and eventual application of 

foreign experience for centralization of the NPP personnel preparation system. 
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4.3. Enlargement of ways for experience exchange and international 
integration  
Current practice shows excessive benefits of these activities. That is why the 

obvious conclusion is that it is necessary to keep and enlarge the existing 

instruments and mechanisms. It is important to note that although they are very well 

worked out, they remain closed in a comparatively limited professional restricted 

circle. Acknowledged or not nuclear society has an aristocratic neglect to other 

branches due to the specific characteristics and history of nuclear technology. This 

typical isolation takes us far from reality and hinders further progress. It is necessary 

to open, exchange information and cooperate with other industries. 

 

4.4. Addressing of knowledge management issues 
Where the efforts of the nuclear community should be focused? How roles and 

responsibilities should be distributed? Obviously major players are educational 

system, regulatory body and industry, but most important issue is these groups to 

work together to achieve common goals – succession planning and knowledge 

preservation. Concerning second issue the key role should be assumed by industry. 

Some NPP’s have already lunched the programs to document the insights of retiring 

personnel. Above mentioned Expert Consultancy Group in Kozloduy NPP also is an 

example of such approach. 

Analyses and data by own and foreign experience show that the best solution is 

creation of a comprehensive system for knowledge management. Such system 

could be developed on the base of top achievements of information technology and 

following step-by-step strategy. 

 

Step 1 Needs Assessment Audit – the aim of this step is to define the job in detail 

and to perform a critical and exhaustive review of each functional area of the plant 

and its facilities, processes and work flow. 

 

Step 2 Data gathering – upon completion of the audit, individual interviews will be 

held with employees responsible for managing all the functional areas of the plant 

identified in Step 1. This step assimilates the data collecting during the audit and 

allows for a correct understanding of the information gained. During this step a 
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general map of the hierarchy of importance for each department will be developed. 

Additionally this step is responsible for identification the critical knowledge and 

critical knowledge path necessary for efficient and safe operation. 

 

Step 3 Network design and structure – the overall structure and architecture of 

the system will be built to integrate with the current operating information systems at 

the plant. 

 

Step 4 Performance timeline – having completed network design the next step of 

strategy is to create a timeline as to the order of events for the development of the 

system. This will indicate the process for the system build-out and is composed of 

the following areas: 

- wireless network design and integration 

- knowledge portal development 

- document capture and processing 

- video capture and processing 

- data and video integration into knowledge portal 

- employee training and system documentation. 

 

Step 5 Implementation – final step of strategy, which includes overall integration, 

acceptance tests and putting into operation. 

 

Such project requires special approaches and technical means. Therefore it is 

recommended that development and implementation to be contracted to external 

specialized organization. Taking into account the major importance of this issue 

coordination and relevant support by IAEA should be extremely valuable. 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
Competent, qualified and motivated personnel are a decisive factor in the Kozloduy 

NPP outstanding achievements. The thirty years of operation is a respectable age. 

The collective know-how gained by the employees during the years represent a 

capital on which one surely may and shall rely on plant future. Besides this know 
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how will be useful and applicable for construction of second NPP and for Bulgarian 

nuclear branch at all. Kozloduy NPP has clear and sustainable policy in this area. 

We hope that all participants in this process will collaborate and support effective 

action on these important issues if we are to make the benefits of nuclear technology 

available to next generation. 
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